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ENSURING EFFICIENCY.



WITH INTELLIGENT SERVICE 
WE CREATE MORE 
INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER BENEFIT.

FOR MEASURABLE ADDED VALUE

The digital transformation of the economy is in full swing, keyword Industry 4.0, and it is also changing our development 

and service sector – to Service 4.0. In response to these new requirements we have developed a 4.0 strategy that consists of 

several modules and has one goal: to offer our customers added value. 

To achieve this 

+ we use technological innovations “made by Siempelkamp”, 

+ network our customers’ machines and plants with us as a service provider,

+ digitize sales channels and 

+ continuously improve our internal and external processes. 

This strategy makes a significant contribution to continuously optimizing our service and offering new services. 

The result: more efficiency and lower costs on both sides, i.e. for plant operators and service providers

Here are some of our technological innovations that exemplify the benefits of Service 4.0:

24/7 REMOTE SERVICE

Maximum availability of 
plants – swift & secure
The user-friendly 24/7 remote system developed by 
SLS especially for industrial use analyses the system 
status directly and quickly using a secure connection 
via VPN. The advantages: the system is only accessed 
after a service request by the operator and only to 
approved system components. In addition, all remote 
service supports are documented automatically. 

PROD-IQ®

Transparent & efficient 
production processes
The intelligent Prod-IQ® control system provides 
consumption and performance data for production 
management, quality control, maintenance and 
repair. The modular system ensures systematically 
increasing productivity, e.g. through optimized 
material consumption, less waste, lower production 
costs, constant product quality, increased plant 
availability and reduced downtimes.
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ECORESINATOR

Less glue consumption  & 
more profitable production
The MDF-glueing system Ecoresinator convinces 
with high material savings, low operating costs 
and technological flexibility: without having to 
modify upstream and downstream elements the 
Ecoresinator reduces the use of glue by up to 15%, 
enables precise dosing of the glue solution, reduces 
production costs and ensures maximum availability 
through automatic cleaning and low investment 
costs.

OTHER SIEMPELKAMP-DEVELOPMENTS

“German Engineering”  
for Service 4.0
Other 4.0-technologies for a sustainable production: 
SicoCam: automatic inline board measurement
SicoScan: optimal production monitoring
Sico PMS: precise performance monitoring
EcoScan NEO: weight-per-unit-area gauge
HPC-40: innovative high-performance roller rod chain
ContiRoll Ecodrive: energy-efficient drive
ContiBooster®: effective mat preheating
EcoFormer: optimized forming

SICO MASTER GAUGE

Less waste &  
higher quality
This innovative measuring frame is fixed to the 
foundation and embraces the two ContiRoll® hot 
platens in the calibration area at the control system. 
The transducers are attached to the measuring frame 
and determine the exact press gap. Advantages: the 
upper and lower hot platens are measured simul-
taneously, the exact press distance is permanently 
determined and the reject quantity is reduced while 
production quality and capacity remain high.

SPC G9

Production under  
control at all times
Sico SPC G9 is an intelligent pressure- / position 
control system for controlling the desired pressing 
forces and distances in the technological pressing 
zones of the ContiRoll®. The advantages of the 
system: It has state-of-the-art hardware technology 
and outstanding computing power. It easily replaces 
first and second generation SPC-systems in the 
modernization of existing plants.
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YOUR CONTACT

SIEMPELKAMP LOGISTICS & SERVICE GMBH 
Tel. +49 671 796110-13

Fax +49 671 796110-69

sales@sls.siempelkamp.com

USA, CANADA, MEXICO

SIEMPELKAMP L.P., USA

Tel. +1 770 424 4141

info@siempelkamp-usa.com

ARGENTINA, BOLIVIA, BRASIL, CHILE, 

PARAGUAY, URUGUAY, GUYANAS

SIEMPELKAMP DO BRASIL LTDA.

Tel. +55 41 3232-6806

siempelkamp@siempelkamp.com.br

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL

PALLMANN IBÉRICA

Tel. + 34 93 181 0634

carlos.gomez@pallmann.eu

ITALY

CMC-TEXPAN

Tel. +39 035 73 71-11 or -64

lisa.visentin@cmc-texpan.com

TURKEY

SIEMPELKAMP REPRESENTATION 

TURKEY LIAISON OFFICE

Tel. +90 216 4693593

faruk.sisci@siempelkamp.com

RUSSIA

SIEMPELKAMP MOSCOW OOO

Tel. +7 495 660 3485

konstantin.putintsev@siempelkamp.com

BELARUS

IOOO SIEMPELKAMP BEL

Tel. +375 1645 35357

valery.kalesnikovich@siempelkamp.com

MYANMAR (BURMA), LAOS, 

CAMBODIA, THAILAND, MALAYSIA, 

SINGAPORE, INDONESIA, PHILIPPINES, 

VIETNAM

SIEMPELKAMP PTE. LTD., SINGAPUR

Tel. +65 62233168

daniel.bacic@siempelkamp.com.sg

SIEMPELKAMP PTE. LTD. MALAYSIA

Tel. +60 3 79324233

daniel.bacic@siempelkamp.com.sg

P. R. CHINA

SIEMPELKAMP (WUXI) MACHINERY 

MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

Tel. +86 10 6590 7512 / 7522 / 7532

info@siempelkamp.com.cn

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

SIEMPELKAMP PTY. LTD.

Tel. +61 3 9088 2121

post@siempelkamp.com.au


